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INTkODUCTION

A comprehensive and adaptable system of organiiational arrangements

is proposed4that will enable educational planners in Latin American
p' 1

countries to deielop and deliver learning resources for use in programs

of community educationfor'cammunity action, A three-tier system of*

learning resources,centers is proposed: 'a multimedia mega center at
I .

the higfitto level, followed by district level learning resources centers

(DLRC's).and community level learning resources centers (dLRC's) in!

communities of size and 'need that could supportOuch centers. It is

suggested that in,small communities of 2,500 or less, it may not be

advisable to establish indepen ent learning resource centers. Community
ti

education services should be provided to such communities on an urgent
L

basis by establishing community groups. of various kings in such condi-titles.
*

These design notes were developed as part

.to the USAID/San Jose State University project,

of the author's consultancy

"Learning ResourCes Center-

Based Community Education Systems (LRCBCES)," and submitted to thc project

director in.the form of three memoranda, now appearing as parts. II, III

and I{1' of this paper.
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'LEARNINGESOUR,CES FOR COMMUNITY4pUCATION:
THE FIRST RUNG

.Elsewhere, we have discussed the nature of community education

for community'action'including normative criteria for judging both means

and ends of community education.1 We have also presented;, in another-paper,

a conceptualization of the use of learning resources in community edlication

for,commbnity action..2 The second paper sought to underline the challenge

in coordinating organizational actions and instructional actions that

actualize national visions on the one hand, and fulfil local needs on the

other.

In this paper we engage in "progressive conceptual focussing" to

conceptualize, in g eater detail, the use -of learning resources, and the

organization of their delivery, for community education at the first rung

of what will, ultimately, emerge as a multilevel national, system of learning

resources for a whole "learning society."

We mustcaution the reader by saying.that this is not presented as

a firm-plan for every country on the use of learning resou s in community

educatiorl,for community,action at the community level. This still

nothing more than a planning model that'suggests some,instifutional solutions

which have to be evaluatediand adapted to the realities of the region or

the country where this model is put tp work.3

4 S.

Bhola, "Communi0 Education for Community Action: A Multiframiwork
Mega Model," a paper prepara,for the USAID/gan Jose State University project
Learning Resources Center- CommunityCommunity Edutation Systems (Project No.

- 598 -15 -670 -573), 1977. ;

2H.S. Bhola, "Conceptualizing the Use 'of Leariking Resources in
'Community:Education for Community Action: An Integrative General Model,,"
another paper'prepared for the prOjett described above, 1977.

,3An institutional solution may involve the invention of new orginizational
mechanisms or a rettructuring'aex/isting organizations. Second, it may
involve the invention Of:new instructional or organizational roles to carry

out the new institutional purposei.
_ 6
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14arribmt resouroes for a learning society
",-

The vision of a learning society presented almost a decade ago by

Hutchins, an American educator, seems like a practical ideal today.' Some
a

communities of North America and Western Europe liave already become
. .

learning societiesand have created the learning resources needed for those

t
learning societies. Societies of the Third World are now creating small

'parts end elements that would, in the future, come together as learning

resource systems for a learning society...1'M present emphasis on nonformal

education 9d community education is one ray of hope. The new communication,

media resources in various forms and .wit'? various institutional sponiorshiPs

N*44. *
are parts of the network which is slowly but steadily emerging. Literacy is

spreading as is the transistor radio; the two viruses for allearning societ)7.
N\

Here, then, is the first bit of planning advice% Whatever little-is

done by community educators, by way of production, organization and

utilization of learning resourcestfor community education in their

communities and regions, must be considered a link in the ultimate Aetwork

4 1

of learning resources for a learning society. This would put all siirch work

in'a larger national perspective. The realization that every little effort

would haVe a cumulative effect wouldLprovide,community workers with a ,

needed sense of optimism.

Profitable iwirestment and distributive justice

Theie should be anotber dividend from bringing this larger perspective

to bearon Ommunity education work in communities and regions. Community_,

educators should become aware of theiinviible clients, not living in

- 'Robert NI: Hutchins, The Learning Society,`New York, N.Y.: Praeger)
1968.
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their particular. community, but yet part of their society. This
i
should

lead to an understanding of the need td make their,,-investment in ,learning

d ,<1

resources as profitable as possible/ 10 other worist, materials produced
y

for one community, within one program, should he made available to every}

person and community that wants them and; can use them,profitably. Under-

standabli, some of the learning resources produced within a local

program will be useful only to that local community but other materials

would; most likely, be of interest to others. Such materials must be

accessible to others for the totalioCiety to profit as much A possible
4

froM their investment in learning resources. This would-mean not only good

economics but also serve the interest of justice in the distribution of

information and education.

Such general use of some of the material produced in the sptcific

context of local programs or special projects would demand\that institutional

arrangements be made whereby such multiple use of materials is in fact

made possible. This would, at least, mean the establishment of some kind

of learning resource centers which, among other functions, will assume the

. function of serving as repositories' of such materials and will then be

able to catalog and distribute such materials to those who want them.

Who is at the first.rung?

In thispaper, we seek to discuss the use of learning resources (and

- -

their organization) for, community education at thefirst rung of a multilevel

system of learning reSources, But who is at the first rung? What kinds

of commftitie and families do we have in view? We have in mind small

communitiey. But how -small has a community to be, to be a small community?

. This is indeed a difficult qu)stion. Our answer is'that Perhaps a community

of less than 2,5Q0 men, women and children could be considered a small,

community. It would be a community that for reasons of small size and/or

8
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problems of resources can -not alfford a comMunityi iiarningre;ources center
I 7

of its own.

Those communities that support populations between 2,500'and 5,000, we

will categorize as communities at the second rung and we would suggest

models of learning resources for such communities in Part III below.
4 /

We will call such learning resource centers at the second rung Community

LeArning Resource Centers (CLRC's).

As Figure l(page 6) would indigate, we have made provision for learning

resource centers at the district level. We havecalled, them District Learning

Resourdes Centers LRC's). These will be discussed as part of this section.

The Special Projects are a class apart and, again, will not be

discussed here. Finally, tIle national network of learning resources forik

a learning society will betdiscussed elsewhere as also the problems of, -

urban community education.

Community. education in small communities

In addition to the normative assumptions about means and ends of

colunity education for community action made in the twa\papers cited

earlier, the following have entered our consideTions as we suggest this

model of cowl-unity educatidhatthe first rung of the system:

1. Community education systems should-be built from the bottom up.

a

Beginnings with community edUcation shiuld be made with the most remote,

underprivileged and isolated communities. One should avoid the temptation to

start working where it is the easiest to act..

'2. The community group should be the primary setting for instruction,

discussion, action, and evaluation. This would mean the establishment of

discussion forums based on radio listening and other learning resources.,

3. Communities should take most of the responsibility in defining objectives,

9

.

S
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Learning Society Netwofks

NATIONAL LEVEL

PROVINCIAL /DISTRICT LEVEL

A

CLRC

SECOND RUNG CONNibNITIES

S.

CLRC

Special Projects*

Special Projects

4

CLRC

4

G G G

G C
101-

G G

1
Special Projects*

FIRST. RUNG COMMUNITIES

1,

.

) FigUre-1. A plan for the utilization of
7 learning resources for-community education

.for community action showing DLRC supporting
community education groups (G's) within ,

first rung,communitilo.
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organizing instruction,promoting'motivation and actiop, and evalpating

results. (This should not *Ilan benign neglect of communities by community

educators at,the district and nationgi levels. Indeed this would require

important inputs from these levels ofd subtle and significant contributions

to cultural dynamism:) Asrpart of the scheme for local initiative and

local responsibility, "Self-Help Biigades" or group such as "Men/Women/Youth

for Better TOMMOW" should be created.

4. . While one oreven store "community centers" may be 'Constructed by

local people, using. local construction materials,' and by contriliutin&

labor, an LRC need not be created in every community.ipdeed, it would,

be unrealistic.to create LRC's in such small communities. After all,

`learning can take place with learning materias but without a learning

resources center.

S. We must use what already exists: existing social organization,

existing instructional/socialization roles, communication patterns and

traditiong/1 media.

6. In terms 'of newer media and materials, we suggest three: radio,

picture sets, and preptckaied instructional kits. Films may be shown

occassionally if the realities of the situation ipermit. Radio would be

in the community, perhaps, already. IXit is not there in a community,"

it is easy to introduce. Radib requires no infrastrUcture of roads ,and

railways and is the medium of community education par excellence.

Production cost are low. And delivery costs have been sometimes as low

as 2$ per pexson4per hour. Mounted pictures or photographs -in size of

kg6 x 14" are another useful medium of instruction. Pictures dispense the

need to have projectors, electricity or batteri,es. When mounted on strong
f 4

hardboard, they can last quite long. Instructional .kits that incljide
4 40

pictures, models, specimens and other instructional material areonother

obvious choice.

A

.
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7. It should be understood "that eV .en if theie,is one literate in a-wbole
r

--- _,

community, his.prebeno makes%it poksible for the community to use written
.'.- ' , -

materials. If any Utwatk peionjiveibto.the:communitywt,hen-written,
'' , ..,7 4 I. "3. 4, ,c .

material' should become part ot-the instructional strategy. ) .

4

District learning resources centers: the bactkun system

If such a program of'community education is ,envisioned at he veI

of first rung communities, the following needs become, immediately, clear:

1. Need for animation atothcommunity level which means cultural action

on the part of suitably trained and sympathetic outsiders. In other words,

we need a community organizer rot."' -

2.-Theed for radio broadcasts to be used an radio. discussion-forums; picture

sets on the,themes of agriculture, health, nutrition, family planning,

kits of various kinds;.folderS, leaflets, and perhaps tin trunk libraries

for circulation in the communities; .and

3. Need for.training-of local cadres:

Thus, we need a DLRC with the'three objectives of:

Production and procurement,'

Training, and

Field organization.

We are not suggesting that, new DLRC must 4;e established in each case

to begin initiatives in community edutatIon. Reference is made here to

our discussion of institutional integrations in the mega Model which'
.0

suggests how existing institutions might We restructured.to fulfil the

functions p oposed for a DLRC:1
.

io broadcasts. Radio. broadcasts should be the most important

production activity of a DLRC. The radio transmission facilities may be

18hola, Mega mode, 22.
I

cit., section E.
---

12



owned ty the DLRC or may be available to the DLRC for part.of the day in

consideration for money paid.

Tapes of select prbgtams should be prepared far repeated-use; foi

availability to useps'outside the area of broadcasting, and even in other

Spanish/ speaking countries; and for use within the communities when cheap

tape-recorders become available with0 the foresee

, **,
The DLRC should also prepare.folders; leafl to be ;

. read by literates living within these Communities oi* t!5 be used by literate

animators with their illiterate brethren.
,

'<ic;iire Sets, To coMAnicate%infOrMation that iequirespictorial
40

111.

presentation, the DLRC's should produce picture sets of photographs and

graphics thatlo with radio broadcasts or can be used independently
. .

.

within discussion forums to learn ana to mak ecisions' on various aspects
Alle.

!
of agriculture, he.a.lph,and nutri tion.. .1

Learning kits. some lealning May(require more than pictures and

graphic's. Actual.specimens and other valia'may be rieceksalf!,. For this
. .

reason DLRC Apuld also be preparing Somelearningkitilfor use-in the

first rung communities. These kits should be. assembled in boxes made Of. ,

hard plastic so that they could be transported over large distances

without damage.210

',Tin trunk book libraries. The DLRC Should also function As.,tne

.
headquarters fOr'a'network of mobile tin.itrunklibraries of books. These

/ A
Libraries maybe notifing more than 30-50 boo in a' tin 41411111( that may

be Le* in a community wanting it for 2 to'3 months New books may be

- brought to, the library when possible, while some old ones may be removed. .

1

f The, tin trunk libilry May itself, move from community tq community depending

/ .

upon need and requirements.
-

Trainins_materials, The DLRC should also prepare training materials
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oe.

to be used by its community organizersin the training of cadres in the field.

,
These training materials could bein a fo of-tapes, slides and exercises

. ,

, .

that .trainee's-tan work with to lea to evaluate their performance.
41.

A
9
Orkin& sketch ;for a DLRC is included'on,the next' page. The

organizatiori of lbarning'resources centers fqr the secdnd rung communities
1

will be discussedin a subsequent sectioft.

r.

t i .

14.
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LEARNING RESOURCES FOR COMMUNITY-EDUCATION:
THE SECOND RUNG

1

In the preceolingwe have discussed a possible method for the deliv'ery
.

of comMunity education to small communities of).ess than 2.500 men, women and

children that fol. reasons ofsizetr scarcity of tesOurces wire unable to have
4 4

a Learning Resources Center (LRC) oetheir own. Werinted out that the best

1'.thing to go initially in such commu ities would be,to a ablish small discussion

1and action groups to be serviced fr -District Learning Resources Centers
1

(DLRC's). The DIRC's were assigned-three mainstasks of (a) production and

procurement of learning resources, (b) training of personnel and local cadres,

and (c.i, field organization. A brief description of a DLRC was also included

in the preceding sectioIrNn th4s section, we will attend to the needs 'of
f .

the. communities at the second rung as theprepare to participate it community
r

educatiOn for community action. .

.

Communities at the second rU 4ng
e

At the second rung of the system, we p ace thdse communities that are

between 2,500'and 5,000 people, with homes'and farms so manized that a

. '

Community Learning Rgsources Ctnter (CLRC), when built, would be accessible

to almost every one who wishes to use it.

.

Some of these second o unities may b t much T than 5,000-'27r.,

people. In such a case, more than one CLRC could be built .in the.same may .

that some communities must be.seted by more than'orie elementary school. /K--

r
Community learning_ resources center (CPC)-

The first basic principle that. could be stated in thel5lanning and

organizatibnof,tht CLRC would be that:a CLRC should be community- centered

but not community-bound: 'ft shoUld be communiiy.centered in that shout

-12- .16
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be planned, corolructed and"programmed to serve the needs of the particular

community where it is located. However, it, should not be c nity-bound in

the sense that it begins to see itself as self-contained in elation to the

total network-of learning resources and isolated from the total learning

society.

Such'CLRC's should borrow materials from the national network of
1

clearning reOurces '(to be describedlater), and should depend heavily upon

the roduction, and training service of the DLRC's. The relationship? : .

0 .

1111.

ng theid centers at three different levels should be mutual and reciprocal:!Ir

Materialsdelielopedwitlinthespec,ial context of the CLRC's should be made -

'available to the.DIRC's and even to the institutions that constitute'the

national network of learning resources and materials. On the other hand,

some CLRC's may have an outreach program that serves the first rung communities

dor
that we have discussed before.'hus instead'of all.first rung communities

being served out of a DLRC, some.of those may be served out of CLRC's.

Some CLRd scanarios a

Once, again, we must raise some caution. As planners conceptualizing

the use of learning resources in community education for community action,

,

what we can,suggest here are some criteria to be kept in *d while Warming

CLRC's for the fecond rung immunities; and a couple of,differentdesigns

resulting from the application of those criteria in hypothetical situations.

We offer no prescriptions that would good forall communities, in Latbr

America, for all times! Lo8a1 policy makers and their aids'opers within

.e.
their own Socio-political, economic and institutional realities 11 have to

design their of situation-specific solutions once they have learnt these

general. conceptual skills. It is possible to conceive'thg some.ielutions

invented by local policy making groups do not even include the establis$ment

r' .

17



'(of a CLRC. Different kinds of teaching/learmng philosophies wouldlead to

choices of different media of instruction or self-instruction. That may mean

different kinds of center facilities andrdifferential use oespaCe available

in a CLRC. The organizational'and instructional, roles and cadres delieloped

for the community educationao4program must-also differ significantly from .

region to region,

We suggest the following criteria in the organization of CLRC's:

lo OHM nity organization and community educ ?ion should begin fir .'A
,

CLRC should not be mechanistically nailed on the community from'out Lde,
,

but instead the need for such a CLRC should grow from within the co4munity-

In other wbrds,'the community shotecide if t/le); rally do need a CLRC.
.

The center should not be allowed tostand in the way of community education.

2. rf the need for A CLRC is felt, or has been understood,"it should be
,

2planned in collaboration with the community. The'choice of location, the

facilities tt should have, the relative contributions of government and

local peoples to the constructioh.and maintenance of thtcenter should all
.

be discusseddiscussed fully and careful\l.yyithin. the community.

. 3. The plans for a bunting, tEa.butlding is planned, should be shown to

a suitable architect. The choice of the architect itself is crucial. The

. ,

.

-, t . .

thehould bt ecologically coigruent2u#41sthe )Jenvironment. Local matentals
...

4'
*k, /

'must be used in the construction of the CLRC, also, as far as possible, '
..-

,.. .
,,. 1'

: local labor. -

_ 44
.

Y 4. ,The choice of Learfiing methodologies and of media shcAild be congruent

with the existing cultural realitieS. Yet it would be'absurd to go out of'

the way to be. conservative and iv use,thesnewer media that are available.
L

This would mean thaf`traditional media youldform the eor .of teaching-learning

at such CLRC's. Aiong thenew technologies would-be radio, it ppe recordings,"
polaroid cameras; in some cases,4hand-held TV'cameras with facilities for
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A
, .

. %

.
. .

video-tape viewing;'rural newspapers, lirary of booki., specimens and realia

japiranged as a museum, perhaps.

S. The CLRC should not be allowed to ode elitist In terms uf its programs

.

-and in terms of the media tedhuologies it uses. Yet, it would be tregic't0
t . . .. 1

.
,

.

be Contemptuous of the people it seeks to serve. Such a CLRC should ,be

. I" ,

conceived of as alicomion man's university" an'cl should ultimately fulfil
. i

, .
,

all the instructional needi oft such commtinities."
4.

- J e ,.
. V%

, I

Two.diffrent scenarios, foe. .such'011iCsin LatIn American'ceuntries

i%

follow.
f %

I

1.9

,

ea.

.
. .
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SCENARIO, I

.

Community Education in San SimOri De Cocuy,Veriezuela6

The following scenario for a possible-CLRC was d veloped.by Ms. Bette

A Bath as a project for the graduate seminar, Educa n and Change in

Societies (HS60), taught by Professor H.S. Bhola in the School of Education,-
%

Indiana University, in the Spring of 1977. To enable students to'put their

'ideas on development; modernization, inst itution building and education to
'

work, a design exercise had been includedas plA of the course requirement.

This design exercise required that the student study the politicali socio-
.

economic and existing educational and Communication infraitructures in a

country of his or her choice and then prbpose a community educition system,,
,

fofepteAral masse
7s.

in that country, leahing heavily * on the use of learning

resources. A. paper by the present-writer, ettitied, "CommunW Education

for'Community Action: A MUltiframework"Meia Model," was made available

to the jroup as a background document.

,
The community, Bette Booth is designing for, lies in the Venezuelan.

Amazonas and resulted from the coloriization effort of the Venezualan

government through a'special developmental agency, the CODESUR.
A

.

San Simon De Cocuy ii on of a cluster of three or four coMdunities,
(

in the midst of the Amazon jungles, far away from everywhere else. While it

is isolaved, it islhot inaccessible. An 'all-weather runway arid a road connect

it to the outside world and ple.capital,citywhith has the resources generated

from the nation's oil wells and has the will to colonize the area.,Thus,4

it is an interesting Case of communityedudation participating in the very

birth of'1t Community rather than serving the equcational needs, of a community

-

With a history and tradition. It is community a cation for social tonstructidn

rather than for reconstruqtion.

,20
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. The ethnic and Class mix.of the community which is jest emerging pis

'Osiplex: members of the Indian tribes still roaming in the Amazonas (the

Alaquiritare, the Waica, the Yanomano); ilre from the:Indians of the river

culture who.ak farmers, hunters and-traders are familiar with the ways of
, .

the Latin people, and the Latins themselves who have come as 'military
/ - 4

Officers, elite development officials:ana entrepreneurs. The CODESUR has

Acqe a lot of social, and scientific-research to do the best job of colonisation

lossible: They have plan -for agriculture, health, small and large

industrir, collective0Ocision making at2t4tommunity level.and-Of saving

the traditional,' forms of e including the folk art.iorms of the jungle

cultures.

I

The curricular aspirations of such a community have been seen,

Booth; to include literacy teaching in Span-iiI, history and folklore,
. $

$ .

kgriculture, nutrition and childcare, Construction and crafts, leadership
. 40° .

.
training and Conscientization. Understandably, the group,is seep as-an.

"/

important setting for community education. Therefore, the establishment of.

/ radio forums; has been emphatically recommended.

To actualize the above curricular aspirations, the fonowing.statf has -

gp been propoOd, for the CLRC:'.
.

--- agricultural extension agent_

-- hbme extension agent

- - 'health educator , -

ihformation officer with assistants to include media production staff,
radio production staff, and library and media coordinator

1 , 4

It is recommended that'the training of this staff should be given

_ -

special attention. They should learn to be social catalysts without coming"

to be in charge of the community they are really meant to serve.

* rough sketch of facilities to bebuilin such a CLRC is proposed
. , .

on the n a2 e., Notiee.the inclusion of the Latin patio in the architectural
.

..*

\ , 1

..
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, Figure 3. A proposed design for a CLRG fbr

a community Venezuela.
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design of,the CLRC and the uses to which it could be put in the,tropical

climateiof Venezuelan Amazonas. Notice also, the separtion of the workshops

and kichen from the main building.

Booth emphasises "smallpedia" as defined by Wilbur Schramm. Radio

dit

once agai plays the central Tole. Money is not a problemliere, and there is

no radi ion nearby to hook into. So, a radio st:irion is-planned , for the

CLRC.itself. 'Books are given a place of pride. Other equipment proposed for

the center is:

Films and film projectors

Slides and slide projectors -

Tapes and tape recorders

Slide tape presentations

Records and iecord players ,*

Electric typewriters.

Duplicators

.Cameras, especially polaroid lmeras.
`N

c
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SCENARIO, II

Community Center in Peru

This is the second scenario that resulted from'11560, Education and

Change in Societies, a seminar taught in the School of Education, Indiana.

University, by Professor U.S. Bhola,in the Spring of 1977. The scenario

was developed by Ms. Barbara Amen. It should be noted that Ms. Amen'had

not had'any firSt-hana experience of the cultural, political and socio-
___Jr

economic realities of Latin America. The scenario was developed on.the

basis of Peruvian realities as written up in books and,other documents.

Amen designs for communities in Peruvian Sierra dotted by small, free

holding communities of the Quechua-speaking Indians and ill-organized

haciendaS,of the Mestizos where the Indian works. She notes that most of

these communities live by farming and herding sheep and llama; and some send,

-men out to work seasonally in industrial and mining centers. She not also

that the Sierra Indians do have a form of community government based on

tradition which,elects local leaders and already provides channels for

Community action. She notes also that traditional. cultural norms of the

Indian teach restrain, disapprove of display of emotion and forceful behavior,

and even self-expression as we understand it. There is a lack of emphasis

on personal uniqueness and focui on the needs of the social group. Appropriately,

Amen makes the suggestion that we take these positives and negatives in.

:vio as we plan community education for community action for these communities

in the Peruvian Sierra.

Rightly so, Amen's interest is in learning needs first, and in learning

resources second. She calls her center a "community center" rather than a'

"learning resources center." In operational terms, howeverAthe distinction is

lost because the community center as proposed by her, does become a place

-20-24
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where learning resources kre stored and utilized.

Amen focuses on four program elements:. (1) nutrition, (2) agriculture,,

f. ,

(3) literacy and I%) folk arts and crafts. She suggests two clear phases in

sr
the program, one building upon the other:

, e
First 1,1ase Secoud phase/

4

Nutrition, emphasis on . Becomei a more comprehensive
protein intake, especially program, include's training
of pregnant mothers of local cadres of health

workers

Agriculture, also vegetable
gardening

Training'in speaking Spanish

. ,

Folk arts and crafts/for extra
income

4

Perhaps the introduction of new
,crops, leads to purchase of
tools and some,agricultural
machinery, also agro-industry
such as dairy farming and
tanning of skins, canning, and
wool processing

More advanced training in literacy
and numeracy in the Spanish

( language

Perhaps a cooperative for both
production and marketing of
handicrafts

Drug education programs, pregrams
to stop drift to the city of
Lima

1p

'Using the existing community organization, Amen suggests the creation

of an arrangement called '!community work time" which obligates each individual

in ,the community to put in some time every week in the development of,a

community project. (The construction of a community center could be one such

project.)

-A design for such a community center is suggested on the next page.

The learning resources proposed for such a center are:

25
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A - Community meeting room including a small library and projection
equipment

B Agritultural,center

`C - Eiperimental vegetable and flower garden

D - Tool storage room

E - Medical clinic with two-bed room for serious cases

4 School; movable dividers make different divisions possible

G Other wings that may be added later

Figure 4. A community learning resources
building and its component parts.'

26
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Agricultural machinery and tools

#

radio sets.

demonstration material's and specimens

picture sets_ari learning materials kits.

Once again, the-usefulness of the ''group" is emphasised. Also, a back

up syStem is assumed at the regional (distx.ict) and national'levels. A,regional.

center cif some sort (DLR is- expected to help by.providing material inputs

41
which only lie government can provide. Here importantly, the regional center is

4

expected to provide help in training local'cadres, marketing of goods and

services produced 'in the community, and ert consultancies ofi all the

various aspect's' of agriculture, animal hush ndry, health, and' management' of

agro-businesses. Thii tame regional center, or one at the national level,,

supposed.to circulate instructional pater "ials such as films and demonstration

*or

ii

kits.

Mi

No

op,
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IV

/ LEARNING RESOURCES FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION:
A MULTIMEDIA MEGA CENTER

N

For some readers, the secondltitle-of this section will have a familiar

ring. In awearlier-paper, I have proposed a multiframework mega model of

community education for community aCtion. i I now propose a multimedia mega

,center of learning_ resources as part of an overall instructional strategy

for community education for community action. Any sensible institutional

planning for a national system of community education will require that
IOW

national resources be harhess4h to

to the various community *education

paper is an initial effort towards

provide instructional media support

programs in a delkroping country. This

such institutional planning in the Third

World countries that are, typically, eConomies 'of scarcities; and have,

mostly, inadequate infrastructures of communication.

The dilemma exists but is possible to resolve

t

. Earlier, we hive been emphasising the need fin local initiatives in, ".

community education. We suggested thab community Iducation programs should
v

respond to local needs, be locally designed, and use folk media and existent

patterns'of communication and socializatioh. Now, on the other hand, we are

4r*
'talking of institutional planning at the national level for creating what

we have called a multimedia mega center. Isn't that a contradiction? IOW ,

can we produce instructional and Communication messages ina centrally-

. rotated multimedia mega center to be meaningful to all those communitiestaty

,we assert have their very own special communicationneeds?mjsn't there

ir

1
,

H.S. Bhola, PCommutity Education for'Community Actio
Mega Model," a paper prepared for the. USVD/Sat Jose State
Learning Resources Center-Based Community Education Systems
598-15-670173), 1977:

J

Multifradework
niversity project,
(Project No,.

4
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indeed a dilemma in the whOle i ea of centralizedelanning to generate local.

initiative!libi dilemma, fortunately, may be re appare than real.

Centralized planning, indeedIsee necessary to give any society
db r
central purpose. This need not

1

mean, of course, the enfcSrcement of one
.

'dogmatic future.0Where is no reason why a society could not decidlto have

an open-ended future. But such an open-ended future may yet haire to be planned.

Centralized planning must indeed be unclp-taken to generate a movement within'

which local initiatives for community education for community action can

' take place/ Also, as I have inclicated'in my mega model%paper, the national

purpose will have to be reinvented in'each localcommunity. This would mean .

that an open-ended developmental process would have tp be generated in
ft

each community instead of, imposingpre-designed development projects on

powerless local communities. The institutional arrangements that are created

at the-national level to make progress towards these new directip6s, will

have to take the form of enabling organizations, that enable local communities *

to invent their own means to developmental ends locally- invented,. -These

central in§itutions'must, in addition, supply the inputs that cannot be

locally generated by'individual communities for actualizing their developmental

needs and aspirations.

However, this st?1,1 may-not answer Htcncern of (some in regard to

the production of general messages in a 15Miedia mega center in a central

location t t would yet serve the purposes ofsemnunicating meanings to local

1communitie engaged in the satisfaction of specific, locally-determined

needs. At first sight, this may even seem impossible to reconcile, but there

are possibilities:

First, there art some messages that can be centrally produced because

they are of general usefulness and might, therefore, be universally consumed

within a society. Documentary.films that_interpret the national beritageto

4
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a

the.nationjuld_be an obVlous example of such general messages. The contri-
.

. Sk.

butions-of various social, ethnic and regional groups to the cultural, -

social or economic aspects of a society must be shared anditbrought.to the

attention of all the people by f and television. Again,.the messages

,

seeking to build a national .identity; to create ethnicland racial harmony;

to teach economic, scicialle,and scientific literacy; and to develop a skilled

community can all be,centr4Iey produced.

Second, general messages can be so produced that those may lead to

'
discussions of problems in specific, local settings and to the invention of

solutiens uqque to ,a community, or area. Our knowledge of instructional

processesprocesses ailtd of'message design can enable us to produce such

messages.

Third, central facilities of a national multimedia mega center may

be made available to groups to produce less than general' messages and message:

-cyst -- messages that serve special client groups. Mass media technologies

today h _made it,16oasible to specialiie' message making ,- to produce

spec,ial messages, for special publics, at Small costs. In other words,

centralized facilitieS. may be used to produce community-spedific messages

on video tapes and film%

.Fourth, a division of labor may be deyeloped among the multimedia mega

center and local and di ict community centers in,regard to the production

of materials.' Multimedia instructional packages may be planned. Pgrts of

these multimedia instructional packages may be produced at the mega center

while other parts may be prOduced locally within the community and /or at

the dittrict learning resources center that serves such a community.

30
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Institutional arrangements for
a multimedia mega center

The institutional arrangements needed for dOelopini an overall strategy

,

for learning resources for community education will consist of tWo organ-

) ....

izational mechanisms: .

1. A fund for the learning society;,and

2. A multimedia mega center.

The fund for the learning society will be a device for raising and

holding funds for the establishment and promotion of all learning resource

institutions in a country, foi establishing ge4erad production and distribdtion

policies and for he review of such policies on asontinuous basis..

The multimedia mega center will,start as a conglomerate including many

different instructional media eletents: (1) a non-projected materials unit.,

that produces chartt, poses, graphics, specimens, models and kits; .(2)

"
radio transmission with production facilities; (3) a document &jy film

. ,

production unit; (4) television production studios and transmissilirfacilities;

(5) a film unit for producing instructional films; r6) a textbook research

unit for producing school books as well as books for the new literate adults

coming out of literacy classes; (7) a printing press with facilities to

produce books, and multicolored charts, posters and other, didactic materials;

(8) a lending library for loan of books, films and tape recordings for the

cities all over the country; and (9) a correspondence education bureau,

As development communication needs Of the country. expand and become

more and more articulated and urgent; institutional' experience is gained;

and resources, become ,available, different elements of this multimedia mega

center may split from the mega center and become institutional3ized as

separate organizational entities. For instance, the radio element of the mega

center may split to become a separate institution called-the Public Radioc.

Broadcasting System. A separate National Documentary Production Unit may

31
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-come abnut. TeleVision_s'ervices, again, may separate to develop into a

il
i . .

-.

f National Television Network wish Ippropriateboostet` stations and cable
. -

',4--- _ .-

distrilp. tion systems ..Sometime, in the futUre;-a separate.Center for'the
. -

Production of Instructional.:FilMs may be created. Textbook- .production may

separate, to' become a Textbook Research Bureau and a Center for Books for the

J.,

New Reading'pUblics. The print shop ingthe mega"center may leave to become

a National Printing Press With facilities for production of books as well
4

as other pictorial materi.44.'Library services may develop'into a National

Library System, a National Film Library and a Library of Tapes: What

'remains may become an Instructianal Materials.Center for a diStrigt level

school sysiem.

The elements of a multimedia mega cenietrshowing a possible pattern

of separation and independent institutionalization of various elements, is

'shown in Figure-S'On the next- page.

Policies bn-propprement of
instructional materials 2'

Part of the plans for the ptovision of instructional resources for

Community education for'commUnity actior'implied in the Fund and the Mega

,

j
Center above could= be moat easily subverted by improper.policies in regard

to the procurement and purchase of instructional materials for the center.

The easiest way, to kill such a center, forever, would be to import,free, or

at great cost, a whole'library or -films and documentary films'from U.S.A.,

Canada and Europe. Similarly', boas, charts, posters and models could be

imported and the project for the provision or community education materials

. be forever doomed.

While equipment will have to be iiportei, as also some materials and

raw stacks such as film and even P4er,j.nstructional materials should be
,

iiported from outside almo%t never, or only in the most exceptional cases.,

32
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41,0
Figure -S. The elements of a multimedia
mega center, showing a possible pattern
of separation and in4epenaent institutional-

' ization of varipus elements.
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Whet} such materials must be imported or are received as gifts from outside...
1.

governments, these must always be adapted (by editing, duyn,rot adding new

sound tracks) before these are'releaied to the communitiesiwithin a""I

'different socib-economic and culturaJi situation. Tbis.would mean that

practically dll,of the material in such a a Center, and disiributed by

it, would have been locally or regionally pr duced.

eF

1,

t

OW'
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SPECIAL PROJECTS: APART OF. THE WHOLE

It would not tie difficult to come across ,in any de)mlopingiCioulitr

special projects that have been designed to serve immediate community

education needs, or the needs of Yearning materials for community.` education i: .4'41

programs.. Quite often special projects arise from the need of lerrship

crisis management or to make a demonstration to the public that Oegovernment-

is interested in a paiticular problem, in d particular region, for a

particular ethnic group or social Such special projects may sometimes"

be described as demonstration projects, or pilot projects or may be

pretentiously,described as experimental projects. These special,projecti'

may have national ,scope'or be oriented to the region, district or a comum4ty.

Most have been known to languish after the first flush of enthusiasm and

'fuss! MP 41

"-Criteria for establishing
special projects

Some criteria can be established for the design and implementation of

special projects:

1. Special projects should meet important and immediate needs-of acommunity

or a region.

2. Special projects must be conceived inba 'syStem perspective that responds

to national vision, national resources and structural possibilities in the

short and the long term. In other words, decisiofs should be made'at the

time of planning a special project as to how it would fit into...the-total

prospectWe plans of the country, ho'he special projectwill expand and in

what phases, and how the various institutional arrangements will be handled.

3. Special projects must play agenerative role in the actualization of fhe

t)
--,

4.

C
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ultimate national-vision in regard to community'education,for community

action and in rakerd to the provision of instructional resources needed for

the implementation of that national vision. Thus, the special project would:,

be the first crystal that starts thg process of social/institutional

crystalization resultingultimaiNgly in a national system of community

dication supported by:a system of learning resources for a learning society.

Examples of special projects

Examples of special projects are easy.to gather froth the-literature

of.community education for community action in Latin America and elsewhere.

Some of these projects have succeeded beyond expectation and some have

failed, perhaps, because they did or did of .think of.future plans as they

implemented present action: Here are some eases:

I

National level
-211,

ACPO, SENA

Regional level
. .

District level

Local level

-r

CUltural missions

Service centers

Community education centers

Many of these special projeats,actually at work in different countries,.

'are inter-level projects such as Leadership-Foiloyership communication,

through video-tapes in Canada and in Tanzania; radio broadcasting with

radio forums in India, etc.



. DESIGNI4G IN CONTEXT, BY OBJECTIVE
.

4

It would not be redun4ant to remind outselves that the designof

multimedia mega systems, and centers for a learning society and development

of the community education systems_that are created -`to, serve underprivileged

communities will admit of many and varied solutions. Prospective planning

will have,to be specific to each cultural and socio-political reality.

Systems will have to be designed'inscontext and beginning steps will have .

'to relate to immediate objectives.'

Two roads to'the same destination

st

In regard to the creation of learning resource systems that can

effectively serve the needs of community education for communityaction,

one can use two different roads and yet reach the same destination. For

example, one could focus on building a national system of learning resources;

and, secondarily develop ancillary programs whereby these materials are

-used different ways, and in different settings, to serve different

community information needs..Such a system over the years -could lead to

ti
what is represented in Figure-6. Learning resources of various kinds -(films,

radio, TV, books, graphics, etc.) are located within appropriate institutions

at various levels (national, regional, district and community) to come

together'into a comprehensive system of learning resources for a learning

society.

One couldtake another road to the same destination. One could.a_ihat

is, build a national system for the delivery of community education for

community action to all communities in the nation; and at each level, and
0

within-various appropriate institutions of-community education, could locate

/ (
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learning resource components to serve special institutional purposes at

that leVel. Figure -7 suggests such a national network of community education'

from the national through.regional and disteict to the community level

with learning resource components byilt into the community education

.

delivery system at all its various levels.
' a

Finally, some countries would be able to' follow neither the one nor

the other of approaches discussed above in a comprehensive way so as to

cover the nation and thus*tc serve all communities. They may,-as have been

suggested earlier, want to start special projeCts as represented in Figure -S.

SuCh special projects may often become the foundation stone for a comprehensive

learning resources, system if organizational mechanisms can be created that

would in the immediate run serve the purposes of all the'special projects

and later serve other clients in the society as shown in Figure-9.

Conclusions I

Planning is a process that deals with the future; and theefuture,

by definition, is.unknown. Knowing the present helps to understand the future

and, therefore, to plan for it. However, the present is not experienced by

each community in the same way that by planning for one we could plan for all.

It is for this reason, thereforip that planning can seldom give a particular

community the prescription for its development. All a planning.exe ise

of the present kind can contribute i$ to lay bare thecalculus of means and

ends, marshall all the variables, and help participants engage self-consciously

in a process of progressive focussing of general ideas to their specific

Ak
conditions -- to invent solutions uniquely their own.

Ai"
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Figure -6. Appropriate learning resources in various institutions
at various levels, resulting in a- learningregources system
for a learning.society.
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,Figure -8. A network of Community centers under a special
project, each self-contained in terms of learning
iesources facilities.
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A

a

. .
figure-9'. Community cett rs under a special project Iteing

'
. served .from a central learning resources .center. Such
a central letrning resources center could at some later
__time begitn to /nerve -clients other. than these.served by'
`the 'spec project. i
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